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This might be perfect for you if...
You love your man, but you're dreading having sex because it hurts, it doesn't
lead to orgasm, or you just don't desire it. Ugh. I understand what you’re going
through, and the good news is, this list can help you set up the foundation for
better sex.

The 7 essentials:
1. Communication: Yes, you need to tell him. To solve your problems with pain,
or decreased desire and pleasure, you need to tell your partner what's
going on. Communication is key with all relationship issues, and it's
especially true in the bedroom.
Here are a few things to consider:
Timing is important: don't have the talk while you're having sex or
attempting to have sex. Also, right after a long day of work is bad timing.
Eat dinner, make sure no one's hangry, sit down on the couch, and have a
talk.
Connect with touch: holding your partner's hand or resting a hand on his
arm is a great way to physically convey connection.
Stay positive: remember that the ultimate goal is increased connection
and bonding with your partner. When you bring up the problem,
immediately follow up with the fact that there are solutions. Solving the
problem will mean that you can relax and enjoy your sexual bonding time
together.
Put him on your team: everything is better when you have help. Whether
it's helping you with the techniques that I teach, holding down the fort
while you're working on yourself, or supporting you emotionally - his role
is an important part of the team!
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2. Mindset: If you believe sex will always hurt because it has in the past,
achieving pain-free sex will be an uphill battle. I've helped so many women go
from tons of pain to no pain, and I know that you can get there too! The same
is true for desire, arousal and orgasm. If you think things will stay the same, it
will be harder to make changes. This time will be different because this time
you know there's help!
Increased confidence leads to decreased anxiety. Reducing anxiety and fear
around sex is essential because:
Fear and anxiety cause muscle tension in the pelvic floor and...
Muscle tension in the pelvic floor causes pain!

Are you following me here? We have got to get you out of that downward
spiral.
One of the first things I have my clients do is switch from a fearful thought
about sex to a neutral thought. This thought is tailored to the woman and
situation. Some examples are: "Sex is natural," "My body was designed to have
sex," or "I have a partner in my sexual health."
From there, we build a mindset of confidence and connection with yourself and
your partner. Soon you'll be triumphant in the bedroom!

3. Timing: Just like the timing of your communication, the timing of your sexual
encounters is essential too.
Time of day: If you're a morning person and exhausted by 10pm, don't
wait until the end of the day to have sex or practice the techniques that I
give you. Consider what time of day you are most alert and effective.
When do you do your best work? If that time doesn't work during the
week, could it work on a weekend?
Situational timing: Don't attempt sexual encounters when you're really
stressed or rushed. A hurried encounter doesn't work well. It's important
that you feel relaxed and being on a tight timeline is not at all relaxing.
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4. Location: Consider where you are having sex and practicing these treatment
techniques. What does that space look like, and how do you feel in it?
Here are a few things to consider:
Create a low-stress environment: no screens, distractions, or unfinished
chores in sight.
Lighting: use dim lighting for a more relaxed mind.
Sounds: soothing music, or even a white noise machine, is calming and
reduces background noises.
Smells: diffuse essential oils or use scented candles; lavender is a
client favorite!
Touch: think soft sheets, a supportive mattress, pillows to prop your legs
or body in a position of comfort.

5. Deep breathing: Either sit or lay down in a peaceful spot. Once you've
settled into your comfortable location, warm up for activity by taking long,
slow, relaxed breaths.
Now, with every exhale, imagine your vagina opening up softly like a flower
blooming, or like butter melting on a warm pan. You'll be gently letting go of
your pelvic floor muscles. See just how relaxed you can get down there.

6. Lubrication: I know, I know. You don't think you need lubrication. Women tell
me that all the time. But trust me, reducing friction can be a gamechanger!
My top two recommendations are organic coconut oil and Slippery Stuff. For
more details, check out drlaurencrigler.com/products.
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7. Put sex on hold: This is not usually what people want to here but, if you are
having pain or you and your partner are frustrated with failed attempts...
Sometimes it's necessary to take a brief hiatus
from having or attempting penetrative sex.
If sex has been painful and stress- provoking for a long time, step back,
evaluate the situation, and talk to your partner about ways to enjoy each
other without penetration.
Have some great bonding experiences that feel good and don't cause pain.
That way, your brain will start to form positive associations with being sexually
intimate. This can be a powerful part of the healing process.
Once you've worked on the techniques to eliminate pain and increase pleasure,
then you can work on getting back to the ultimate goal. And then, sex will feel
so much easier!

Putting it into practice:
Use the 7 Essentials for Pain-Free Sex to set yourself up for success. Be
patient with yourself and your partner while making these changes. Always
keep in mind that pain-free sex, feel-good is in your future!

Next Steps:
These guidelines are a great starting point, but they may not completely solve
your pain.
For more help in achieving the pain-free, feel-good sex that you deserve, learn
how to work with me at: drlaurencrigler.com. I would love to help you achieve
a life-time of incredible sex!
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